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I well remember getting two new Uniroyal nylon radial tyres fitted
and from where I waited I saw the tyre on the wheel balancing
machine looking quite a bit egg shaped.

Howdy folks,
I called into see an old mate/work colleague yesterday who has been
retired for about 25 years and I worked with him over a period of 27
years.
After a yak and a cup of coffee he and his wife wandered out to say
goodbye and as I was in the white MkIII Zephyr they were drawn to
make comment on the car. They were amazed that I still had that
car after 31 years and then their own memories flooded back of the
days of their Zephyr ownership. It has been in the order of 30-40
plus years but – yes I told them, that I still remembered what they
told me back then, about a horror trip home from Sydney driving a
MkI Zephyr.
They only remembered having to continuously swerve from side to
side to pacify the front wheels from a dangerous and un-nerving
front end shimmy. If a vehicle was coming the opposite way or they
were overtaking, they had to slow down to reduce the front wheels
from going into spasm.
They do recall that the Zephyr had a great engine but the experience
left them with a perception that all Zephyrs had a crappy front
suspension and steering.
Even my first experience back in 1966 in a MkI Zephyr left me with
that same impression.
That great sounding engine sucked me in and I acquired a MkI as
my first car which made me think that trying to drive straight down
the road without wheel wobbles, shakes and lousy tyre wear was
normal as all Zephyr owners attested.
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I saw the tyre fitter attaching wheel weights that went around half
the rim and totalled 16oz = 1 pound of lead (453.59 gms). I
questioned this excessive balance and was directed to the owner Mr.
Cliff Allchurch who told me that it was not the brand new “perfect”
tyre but in fact my imperfect rim that was the problem.
I drove out and within a couple of hundred yards (back then) the
whole front end went into an amazing out of control shimmy. I
immediately turned around and went back to the tyre shop where I
sat for the next hour or so being totally ignored.
Finally Mr Allchurch decided to try and get rid of me, but after a very
heated conversation he agreed to replace the tyre, and told me that
it would end up with the same result. I saw the new tyre on the tyre
balancer which appeared to be a lot rounder than the other one.
Whilst it did have balance weights, it was not anywhere near the
original 1 pound of lead.
As time went on I found that buying Pirelli or Michelin tyres (cost a
lot more) was the answer to all of the problems experienced. Tyres
of today have a speed rating and as nearly all new cars have a very
similar steering McPherson type strut suspension, the crappy old
unbalanced out of shape tyres have been relegated to the past.
Front end components, balance and wheel alignment could not have
lasted very long if every rotation of a wheel sent a shock wave
through every component. As a result nearly every Zephyr had a
completely shot front end.
I was able to tell my old mate that with today’s modern technology it
would have been a much more enjoyable trip driving back from
Sydney about 50 years ago.
Dave Henley

“The Dawson Collection”

Cooler weather means less outings in our classic cars, this helps in keeping up
appearances which makes our cars last longer. Door, window rubbers and seals
need checking or replacing eventually after going brittle or cracking, windscreen
rubbers if sound need to be sealed to keep moisture out. A quick wipe over
before and after use helps check condition of paint alerting you to any new stone
chips or bugs that stick firmly if left too long, not to mention the dreaded bird
pooh!! Get it off as soon as possible… The newer 2 pack paint jobs are better able
to protect from the elements than the old nitrocellulose, acrylic or enamels of
times gone by, needing “regular” polishing to stop powdery fading of the duco…
Chrome work needs polish from time to time to resist corrosion and where
possible the back unseen side of any chromed item should be killrust painted or
sealed to protect even when not seen, rust often comes through from behind or
edges of bumpers, hubcaps, trim etc. Stainless is near perfect, just a buff every 10
years or so. Careful with alloy grilles and trim when cleaning, they are fragileweak and scratch easily. Microfibre cloths are my favourite cleaning aid, one to
clean with detergent or polish, another to wipe back to gleaming shine again.
Upholstery can be scrubbed with ajax and brush if badly soiled or just c.t.18
wash/detergent if not so bad. Window sealer, grease and paint overspray can be
removed with turps or paint thinners (check first carefully) Prepsol/grease
remover is safe for most problems. Degreasing engines/g/boxes/diffs all need
hard work to clean, if excessive build up over 50 years or so is expected, then a
scraper, kero and brush works well and is Safe. (definitely not fuel to clean)
followed by detergent or degreaser before high pressure hose or pressure cleaner
to finish off. Any bare metal will need at least a covering of cheap enamel or fish
oil /tar/ undersealer where needed. This degreasing will show where that
annoying drip from under your car is coming from, how bad it is, then get it fixed.
Diff pinion seals and rear g/box seals are easily replaced, while tailshaft is out
check and grease u-joints. Eng. Front timing cover seals are easily replaced, rocker
cover and side plate gaskets are available and help seal up most leaks. Don’t
forget to check head bolt tensions and tappet clearances. (very important to stop

valves burning/loss of power) Change eng. oil and filter every 3000 miles (5000
km) Max. , oil bath air cleaners cleaned well, dry filters replaced as needed. Check
tune up, all fuel pipes and hoses to be tight and no cracks, filler cap correct and
glass bowl/filter clean, pipes to and from fuel pump inc. carby are all tight. Those
old Lucas points can be filed flat or replaced, new spark plugs, ign. leads, cap and
rotor all need inspection. Setting the correct points gap / dwell / and timing (in
that order) all add up to instant starting, reliable service for many years of classic
use. Quality fuels last in tank longer, goes further on road, is more efficient and
cleaner in your engine. So, 95 or 98 octane is the go. You’ll be surprised how
sweet these old cars really run when tuned and serviced properly….
Resto—Mk.2 58 Zephyr Ute….. part 2……
After fitting fr. Bumper bar / o/ riders , new choke and bonnet cables, sp.
Plugs/points/tune up wiper rubbers, sun visors, interior and outside mirrors, plug
up any firewall holes, clean grille, scrub hood lining, wash and detail !! PHEW….
Made some phone calls, got application/rego papers another $60 permit,
another eng. No. inspection $60, took papers to rego dept. and yes finally parted
with another $316, new no. plates given and now fitted,… Yippee it’s on the road
after 40 years in sheds… It’s quiet (apart from Zephyr “bark” exhaust) smooth
and does what it was designed for and keeps the driver or anyone who sees it
smiling, some with thumbs up with approval, others just wondering what that
cool ute is???
History repeats with every resto that is back on the road, roll on more resto’s …….
Yours Sincerely Steve Dawson F.S.M…zzzzzzzzz

Upcoming Events
CLUB MEETING VENUE AND DAY
Shannons’ HQ corner Neville Ave and Main South Road,
Clarence Gardens

2ND TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH
7.30pm
14th & 15th Sept

Rock & Roll Festival – Warland Reserve Victor
Harbor. Rock & Roll Dancing, Classic Cars &
Hot Rod Displays

22nd Sept

Ute Muster Swap Meet Show N Shine
Hosted by the Nation Military Vehicle Museum
And the Modified Ford Club of SA
All vehicles welcome: Ford, Holden, Import, Classic,
Modern, Stock, Modified classes of all ages

20th October

Strathalbyn Swap Meet (see flyer )

10th November

2nd Annual Gumeracha Show & Shine
Gumeracha Sporting Oval 9am – 3pm
Open to all makes and models
Contact: Ray Johnson 0413 277 191

Reminder:

Easter 2014 send entry forms to:
The Zephyr & Zodiac Owners Club of Melbourne Inc,
PO Box 292, Epping, Victoria 3076
(See March 2013 Westwind for entry form)
or contact the Editor for a copy

10.

IMPORTANT NOTES
It is important that all our club members owning a vehicle on conditional
registration have access to and an understanding of the:
“Code of Practice for Historic Vehicles, Prescribed Left Hand Drive
Vehicles and Street Rods Vehicles Under the Conditional Registration
Scheme.”
This latest publication is available from the FEDERATION OF HISTORIC
MOTORING CLUBS of SA.INC. website, titled “CODE OF PRACTICE”.
Also found there are the Minutes of the Federation Meetings titled
“NEWS”. Those minutes provide very interesting information on the Bay to
Birdwood run etc, and shows very clearly the current Federation lack of
interest regarding modified club cars.

AUGUST INCOMING MAIL









Hamilton Newsletter July/August
Ford Owner’s Newsletter August
Victor Harbor Rock N Roll Festival flyer
Bank Statement
DFTEI Gazette for Club Registrar – Barry Goddard
Melbourne ZZOC Newsletter July
Federation flyer: Bay to Birdwood
Federation Notes

Portions of the above correspondence were read out at the last Meeting.

INTERESTING INFO with thanks to Jerome van der Linden
The UK Mark 4 Club has a page containing links to YouTube videos that may be of interest
to SA based Mark 4 owners. The quality of some is a bit questionable, and it’s also clear
the film makers thought the Mark 4 could be sacrificed quite readily…
http://mrwayne.wix.com/mk4zzoc-1#!media/c1n9t

FUN STUFF FROM THE MEMBERS

CAN YOU ANSWER ANDREW’S QUESTIONS?
Andrew is a member of the public who has contacted the club via our website.

We’ve all received many graphic nature
photographs over the years but this nesting
Falcon is perhaps one of the most remarkable I've
ever seen!

I'm in need of a little 'good oil'..
I have a MK 1 Zephyr sedan, 99.9% standard. (installed a plate conversion to replace the
cartridge oil filter to allow z9 filter to fit, the rest of the car is completely standard, even down
to the leather key ring and tool kit). While completely unrelated to my question the history of
the car is best described as a 'shed' car. The car has been in a shed in Tasmania from
about 1980 to 2004 when I got it. Not a great deal of work was required to get the old girl
over regency for rego, OK lucas the prince of darkness struck!
however moving right along, I'm about to start to address some areas on the Z. One of the
areas is cleaning up the engine bay from 50 odd years of the last two owners attempting to
put fluid in the brake/clutch reservoir, essentially a little surface rust needs attention on fire
wall. The colour of the car is best described very light if not a pale lime green with a red
interior. The colour code on the identification plate is 0110. Year 56.
Question #1 Does the club use or recommend any paint suppliers to source this colour. I
tried the auto paint shop on Main North Road at Salisbury (near stanbel road) and proved a
frustration and pointless exercise.
Question #2 I'm about to replace the front end bushes (already have a bush kit from rare
spares), rod ends, bearings and ball joints etc. I was looking at 'yesterford' in Melbourne to
source the parts. Are there any places in Adelaide that the Z car lovers use for these parts?
I already have the old girl on historic reg with the Gawler Car Club, however corporate
knowledge on the Z cars seems limited. I'm keen to drop down one meeting/outing and
shake hands with a few fellow Z car lovers.
While I guess you guys may well know of this 'wrecking yard'. However last month I went to
a 'farm' off the sturt hwy -lead in road is opposite the Nuriootpa turn off. While the exact
number is hard to determine their could be several hundred vintage car bodies out there.
The Bloke opens on Saturday mornings as a pseudo wrecking yard. Most cars are best
described as rough and weathered (being left in the open paddock where they were
dumped). scattered in the paddock is the most Zephs and Coun's I've ever seen in the one
place. I recon there was at least between 6-12 wrecks of Mk1 zeph and couns. Mind you its
an arduous search to find them in the disorganized paddock. However if the club/interested
person would like me to take them there to show the way please give me a call (as
directions could end in tears and foul language!).
Any help with the above would be greatly appreciated. an easy way to contact me is by my
mobile on 0418 286 861, or if that fails 08 85226250 is my home number.

Thanks Gordon for this amazing photo
Any assistance would be greatly appreciated.
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cheers.
Andrew

One out of Brian Diener’s Archives
See what’s inside in the next issue of West Wind

Shannons support our Club by providing their premises
free of charge for us to use for our monthly Club
meetings.
A large majority of our Club members already have
policies with Shannons but if you do not please support
them by asking for a quotation.
Phone: 13 46 46

